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Human leukocyte antigen E in human cytomegalovirus infection: friend or foe?
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Human cytomegalovirus (HCMV) is a well-studied b-her-
pesvirus virus, which adopts a variety of strategies to
evade immune surveillance. It has been reported that in
HCMV-infected cells, classical major histocompatibility
(MHC) class I molecules are down-regulated, but the
MHC class Ib molecule human leukocyte antigen (HLA)-
E is normally expressed or even overexpressed on the cell
surface. HLA-E has been first described to interact with
CD94/NKG2 receptors expressed mainly on the surface of
natural killer (NK) cells, thus confining its role to the
regulation of NK-cell function. The engagement of CD94/
NKG2A with HLA-E, with a signal peptide of the HCMV
glycoprotein UL40, usually induces inhibitory signals.
However, HLA-E also serves as a ligand for the TCR
expressed by abCD81 T cells. Recognition of peptides
presented by HLA-E may result in CD81 effector T-cell
activation. These findings will help to understand more
on both pathogenic and protective roles of HLA-E in
HCMV infection. In this review, we discussed recent
studies about the roles of HLA-E in HCMV infection.
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Introduction

Human cytomegalovirus (HCMV) is the most extensively
studied member of the b-herpesvirus subfamily [1].
HCMV infection is usually subclinical in healthy indivi-
duals. However, in immunocompromised hosts, HCMV
can cause pathology in multiple organ systems with high
mortality rates. It is a risk factor for congenital birth
defects when the mother experiences primary infection
during pregnancy.

The cellular immune response to HCMV plays a crucial
role in controlling primary infection and reactivation from
latency [2]. The virus has developed a variety of

mechanisms to subvert host defenses. Until recently, more
intensive researches focus on the inhibition of the host
major histocompatibility (MHC) class I antigen processing
and presentation pathway, thereby reducing the presentation
of virus-derived epitopes on the surface of the infected
cells [1]. It was reported that cell surface expression of
antigen presenting MHC molecules is modulated by the
concerted action of a set of HCMV-encoded unique short
(US) proteins (US2, US3, US6, US10, and US11), which
is expressed differentially at different stages of the viral in-
fection [3–10]. With these proteins, HCMV could interfere
with the MHC-restricted pathway of antigen presentation
retention by degradation and internalization of MHC class
I molecules, thus confer from HCMV to escape the host
T-lymphocyte-mediated antiviral immune responses [1].
There comes a question. Why can such infected cells in
the body survive in the condition of natural killer
(NK)-controlled immunosurveillance because an effective
shutdown of MHC class Ia presentation should sensitize
these cells for NK attack? Part of the answer is provided
by studying the HLA-E displayed on HCMV-infected cells.
This short review will focus on the biological features of
HLA-E and summarize recent advances in the pathogenic
and protective role of HLA-E in HCMV infection.

Biological Features of HLA-E

HLA-E is perhaps the least polymorphic of all the MHC
class I molecules and only nine alleles have been identified
to date, including three non-synonymous alleles, i.e.
HLA-E*0101, HLA-E*0103, and HLA-E*0104 (the
HLA-E*0102 allele has been deleted from the IMG/HLA
database, release 3.4.0). The HLA-E*0101 and
HLA-E*0103 alleles are found at nearly equal frequencies
in various populations whereas HLA-E*0104 is considered
to be a rare allele [11]. Different from classical MHC class
I, MHC class Ib binds a narrow set of nonameric peptides,
mostly derived from the leader sequences of classical
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MHC class Ia molecules. Under physiological conditions,
HLA-E is associated with peptides derived from residues
3–11 of the leader sequence of most HLA-A, -B, -C, and
-G molecules [12]. In some situations, such as cellular
stress and induced expression of heat-shock proteins,
HLA-E can bind other self-peptides such as heat shock
protein-derived peptides [13].

HLA-E serves as a ligand for C-type lectin CD94/NKG2
heterodimer in NK and CD8þ T cells [14] (Fig. 1).
NKG2A contains an intracellular immunoreceptor tyrosine-
based inhibitory motif-mediating inhibitory signals [15],
whereas NKG2C, E, or H contains the immunoreceptor
tyrosine-based activating motif bearing adaptor molecule
DAP-12, and mediates positive signaling [15]. In most
cases, NKG2A exerts a dominant inhibitory effect,
showing as both increased expression levels and a relative-
ly high binding affinity of CD94/NKG2A compared with
CD94/NKG2C, E, or H [16]. Thus, under physiological
conditions, the engagement of CD94/NKG2A with
HLA-E, loaded with peptides derived from MHC class I
leader sequences, usually induces inhibitory signals [17].

It is a new role for HLA-E as a ligand for the TCR
expressed by abCD8þ T cells. Recognition of peptides

presented by HLA-E may result in CD8þ effector T-cell
activation [18–24] (Fig. 1). Several studies have character-
ized HLA-E-restricted T cells both in vitro and in vivo.
HLA-E-dependent presentation of bacteria-derived antigens
to human CD8þ T cells has been documented, including
Mycobacterium tuberculosis [18,19], cytomegalovirus
[20–22] and Salmonella typhi [23].

Immune Response to HCMV Infection

The vertebrate host responds to HCMV infection using
both innate and adaptive immune systems. It is recognized
that activation of the innate immune system is important in
the defense against HCMV and in priming the adaptive
immune response. During viral infection, NK cells offer an
important first-line defense that limits viral expansion
when specific immunity has not yet fully developed [25].
Despite a large number of HCMV-encoded gene products
target the MHC class I and MHC class II antigen presenta-
tion pathway with an attempt to avoid CD8þ and CD4þ

T-cell recognition, it becomes increasingly apparent that
HCMV-specific CD8þ T cells, CD4þ T cells, gd T cells,
and B cells are all important for controlling and restricting
viral replication in hosts with persistent infection [26,27].
CD8þ and CD4þ T cells can directly kill the virus-infected
cells or produce cytokines that exerts direct and indirect
effects on the immune responses [26].

HLA-E and Immune Escape of NK Cells

It is reported that in HCMV-infected cells, while classical
MHC class I molecules are down-regulated, HLA-E is nor-
mally expressed or even overexpressed on the cell surface
[2,28,29]. As for the resistance of HLA-E molecules to
US2-, US6-, and US11-mediated down-regulation, previous
reports have indicated that there are allelic differences
among MHC class I molecules [10,30,31]. However, the
picture is still far from complete. Previous reports showed
that a signal peptide of the HCMV glycoprotein UL40
(gpUL40) is identical to the peptide from the leader se-
quence of HLA-Cw alleles [2]. More importantly, with
high amounts available during HCMV infection, gpUL40
binds to HLA-E molecules and enables their expression on
the cell surface, even when HCMV suppresses transporter
associated with antigen presentation (TAP)-mediated trans-
port from cytosol to endoplasmic reticulum [2,28,29]. As a
consequence, HCMV itself, could supply proteins such as
gpUL40 to block the activation of NK cells via CD94/
NKG2A receptors (Fig. 1) [2,28–30]. Thus, induction of
HLA-E surface expression in HCMV-infected cells may
represent an escape route for HCMV.

Although the ability of viruses to preserve HLA-E seems
to be an attractive mechanism to avoid NK cells via the

Figure 1 HCMV interferes with class I MHC antigen presentation
and inhibits cytotoxicity by CD81 T cells and NK cells The MHC

class I-mediated peptide presentation process involves several steps, many

of which can be inhibited by HCMV gene products. MHC class I

molecules are targeted by US2 and US11 for degradation. US3 prevents

maturation of class I MHC molecules by retaining them in the ER.

Transport of peptides by TAP is inhibited by US6. US10 can delay the

egress from the ER. HLA-E serves as a ligand for C-type lectin CD94/

NKG2 receptors on NK and CD8þ T cells. The engagement of CD94/

NKG2A with HLA-E, loaded with a signal peptide of the HCMV

glycoprotein UL40 (gpUL40) which is TAP-independent, usually induces

inhibitory signals. HLA-E also serves as a ligand for the TCR expressed

by abCD8þ T cells. Recognition of peptides presented by HLA-E may

result in CD8þ effector T-cell activation. ER, endoplasmic reticulum.
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inhibitory CD94/NKG2A receptor, its functional impact is
questionable because the activating receptor CD94/NKG2C
also binds to HLA-E [14]. Epidemiological studies
have shown that a subset of CD94/NKG2Cþ is increased
in HCMV-seropositive healthy individuals [32,33], in
patients with chronic hepatitis virus infection [34] and
in solid-organ transplant recipients with active HCMV
infection [35]. These results are consistent with the
finding that the NKG2Cþ cells expanding after co-culture
with HCMV-infected fibroblasts that rarely co-express
NKG2A [36]. The expanded NKG2Cþ NK cells shows a
terminally differentiated phenotype with strong functional
responses against HLA-E expressing targets [34,37].
Interestingly, NKG2Cþ NK cells have a clonal expression
of self-specific KIRs that blocked NKG2C-mediated activa-
tion. The mechanism behind the expansion of NKG2Cþ

NK cells bearing self-specific KIR remains elusive [34]. It
may be a tactic that HCMV employs to both invite
and evade immune detection through NKG2, as part of a
strategy to persist without killing the host.

HLA-E Restricted CD81 T Cells in HCMV
Infection

CD8þ T cells can recognize HLA-E loaded with the
UL40-derived peptide [20,21] (Fig. 1). Benefiting from
a transfectant from the TAP-deficient RMA-S murine
cell line, which is co-transfected with HLA-E*01033
and human b2-microglobulin (RMA-S/HLA-E), it is
demonstrated that this subset of T cells is capable of lysing
the RMA-S/HLA-E transfectant loaded with saturating
amounts of different HLA-E-binding peptides, including
peptides derived from the UL40 protein isolated from
different HCMV strains [21]. Because these cells display a
broad cytolytic activity against various allogeneic
NK-susceptible tumor cell lines (a function referred to as
NK-like activity), they are named NK cytotolytic T lym-
phocytes (NK-CTLs) [21]. In addition, this subset of
T cells is already present in a sizeable fraction in the per-
ipheral blood of HCMV-seropositive healthy individuals
[25]. These cells display an effector-memory surface
phenotype (CD272CD282CD45RAþCCR72) and express
intracellular cytotoxic granules containing perforin and
granzymes. Thus, HLA-E-restricted CD8þ T cells could
represent an additional type of effector cells playing a
role in defense against HCMV that can escape recogni-
tion mediated by both conventional CTLs and NK
cells [22].

Concluding Remarks

During the last few years, a series of relevant discoveries
unraveled several important functions of the poorly known

MHC class Ib molecule HLA-E in humans. HLA-E may
play a relevant role in both innate and adaptive immunity.
First, HLA-E molecules interact in an ‘innate’ immune
manner, through one molecular, with members of the het-
erodimeric CD94/NKG2 receptor family. Second, there is
a convincing evidence that HLA-E can present peptide
antigens for TCR recognition, thus exert function on
adaptive immunity. A number of studies revealed that
HLA-E-restricted CTLs recognize a number of
HLA-E-binding, pathogen-derived peptides, thus revealing
the likely roles played by these cells in host defenses.
Remarkably, in HCMV infection, down-regulation of
MHC class Ia molecules and up-regulation of HLA-E
mean that HLA-E-restricted CTLs might play a major role
in antivirus defenses. Along this line, a better definition of
the functional potential of the HLA-E-restricted CTL
subset may help to clarify their role in defense mechanisms
and to exploit their properties in immunotherapy, in view
of their anti-viral activity.
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